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Abatraet

This paper looks at three aspects of the use of knowledge

base systems which model provisions of legislation:

The first part of the paper suggests that knowledge base

systems can be viewed simply as a means of changing the

medium in which legislation is presented to administrative

decision-makers for their consideration. When viewed as a

delivery vehicle for a body of rules, rather than as a

reasoning decision-making tool, knowledge base systems

which reliably model legislation offer major benefits in the

administration of complex legislation.

The second part of the paper looks at some of the practical

issues which arise when building a production version of a

large-scale knowledge base which models legislation. We

suggest a methodology, which we use in constructing and

maintaining large-scale systems. The issues discussed in this

section have profound implications for the selection of the

tools used to build large knowledge bases from legislation:

the tool must provide facilities which allow reliable methods

of construction, verification and maintenance.

Finally, we suggest that generalist shells are usually

structurally inappropriate for the development of large expert

system applications in the legaf domain. AS has happened in

other domains, the legal domain must develop domain-

s~i~lc tools for tie creation of large knowledge base
systems.

Introduction

Thk paper is intended as a practical paper, summarizing

severaf of our conclusions from building and implementing

legal knowledge base systems in Aus~alian government

departments.
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Systems which we have built are now operational in the

Australian Taxation Office, the Department of Social

Security and the Department of Veterans’ Affairs. Each of

these systems is substantial, using at least 500 rules involving

several thousand decision points. The largest of the systems,

in the Department of Social Security, has over 2500 rules.

These applications have been built using STATUTE, a

knowledge base management system which we designed

specifically for expert system applications based on

legislation or systems of administrative rules.

This paper does not deal with the crucial issue of knowledge

representation< STATUTE uses an English language

knowledge representation scheme. [Johnson and Mead].

Part 1: The Place of Knowledge Base Systems
in the Public Administration
Legislation

The Significance
Legislation

Problems with widely

of Poor Administration

dispersed public administration

of

of

of

legislation arc well-knowm inconsistent, arbitrary and

otherwise poor decisions. Primary decision-makers in a large

government department may at different times lack the

training, the experience, the talent or the will to properly

apply the legislation which that department administers. 1

These problems, which are essentially managerial rather than

legal, nevertheless lead to a breakdown in the rule of law.

There may not be a calculated flouting of the rule of law,

such as would raise cries about public corruption. Rather,

there is a sad resignation concerning the difficulties of

administering legislation in a large bureaucracy.

1 Other factors would include the complexity and scale of

the legislation, and the difficulties with access to,

interpretation and use of Case Law. [Taylor and Browne],

p.2.
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The people who are directly affected by that legislation may

well have recourse to elaborate systems of administrative

review, However, the truth of the matter, at least in

Australia, is that the vast majority of people adversely

affected by poor decisions do not seek review of these

decisions. The more marginalised and less articulate is the

person affected by the decision, the less likely he or she is

to have recourse to tribunals, courts or systems of internal

review. Needless to say, where a member of the public is

incorrectly favoured by a poor decision, he or she is very

unlikely to seek review.

In these situations, the nde of law has broken down. Rights

are not regulated according to law but according to a mix of

caprice, prejudice, ignorance and office lore. The problem

is not one which shoufd be viewed as purely managerial.

Where the administration of legislation is unreliable, there

is a substantial legal problem.

Basic Problems in the Administration of
Legislation

There are a range of factors which can lead to the inconrect

application of legislation. Problems of malice and prejuciice

are lmgely beyond the scope of this paper. We wish to

concentrate on problems of interpretation of legislation.

These problems are more likely to be endemic in a large

bureaucracy than are problems of malice, and, we suggest,

can be substantially overcome with the use of knowledge

base technology.

We suggest that there are three common interpretative

problems which confront a public servant administering

complex legislation.

1. The first of these problems is the fragmented nature of

legislation. Lawyers are familiar with legislative

organisation and structure. The following set of

statements discusses only legislative structure (ralther

than content) yet it should be coherent to a lawye~

The primary provision is section 117, which

draws on interlinking definitions from

subsection 3(1 ). One such definition is

qualified by subsection 3(10). Section 117 is

also qualified by subsection 118(5) and

section 122, while sections 126 and 136

contain exceptions to the generaf application

of section 117.

While such a complex set of interlinking provisions

may be mother’s milk to a lawyer, it presents problems

to a non-lawyer. The truth of the matter, for both

lawyer and non-lawyer, is that the legislation cannot be

properly applied unless the whole of the legislation is

understood. If only a portion of the legislation is

understood, a crucial but hidden provision may go

unnoticed.

2. The second problem is the internal logical complexity

of particular provisions. Long provisions frequently

use nested paragraphs and sub-paragraphs linked by a

network of words such as “and”, “either”, “or”,

“notwithstanding”, “unless”, “other than” and “subject

to”.

It is often difficult to discern the correct logical

structure of such a provision at first glance.2 This is

particularly true for non-lawyers, who may be unused

to the format and conventions of legislation. A small

mistake in this process of structural interpretation, such

as treating a disjunction as a conjunction,

misinterpreting the order of evaluation of logical

expressions or failing to recognise a double negative,

can have dire consequences, as is shown in [Allen and

Saxon].

3. The third problem of statutory interpretation is that of

interpreting particular words or phrases. This is the

province of judgement. Because of its reliance on

judgement, this area is less susceptible to clear-cut

answers than are the previous two problems.

The last problem above is too easily thought of as the sole

or major problem in the application of legislation.

Questions of the cotmct interlinking of fragmented

legislation and of the internal logic of a provision will often

be unambiguous and present no difficulty to an expert.

While this may be true for lawyers, our experience has been

that those first two types of problem are at least as common

in an administrative context as the last problem.

The traditional administrative solution to these three

problems of interpretation is to develop policy manuals,

which re-organize, paraphrase and expand on the

legislation. These manuals are designed to assist the

primary decision-makers in administering the legislation.

In practice, the manuals frequently become the first and

only reference point of the decision-makers.

A range of problems arise horn this administrative solution.

Manuals are difficult and expensive to continually update in

any rapidly changing environment. Over a period, the sheer

volume of information makes the manuals unwieldy, and

the updating process prone to error. Finally, management

discovers that staff rarely actually use the manuals, relying

more on their and their colleagues’ accumulated wisdom to

deal with virtually all situationa.3

2 This is shown vividly in [Allen and Saxon], pp. 96-102.

3 These problems associated with manuals have also been

recognised in England, see [Taylor and Browne], p. 9.
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In our experience, much of the need for manuals derives

from the first and second of the interpretative problems

outlined above. We have worked with a range of Aus~alian

Government Departments. Examination of the policy

manuals of each of these Departments generally discloses

that the bulk of the interpretative material deals with

problems of legislative layout and legislative logic, rather

than with the micro-interpretative problem of the meaning

of particular phrases.

Finally, we note a trend in the modem administration of

legislation in Australia: the phenomenon of “returning to the

legislation”. In this process, government departments (or

politicians) decide that good administration of legislation

will only be possible when their staff are equipped to

administer the provisions of the legislation directly, rather

than through the use of some secondary source of the law.

This process of “returning to the legislation” may involve

the rewriting of legislation in a more coherent form.4 The

Australian Department of Social Security has recently

completed such a task, while the Australian Taxation Office

and the Deparunent of Veterans’ Affairs are currently

undertaking such “legislative simplification”. The process

may also involve training the staff in basic principles of

statutory interpretation and encouraging confidence in the

direct use of legislation.

Ertco’uraging the use of primary legislative material does not

overcome the essential difficulties in applying legislation.

Legislation of any scale will inevitably contain the seeds of

difficulty in interpretation: an elaborate and elegant

structure which requires competent navigation; complex

provisions or sets of provisions, which contain networks of

exceptions, qualifications and extensions; and phrases

which require carefuf consideration and the exercise of

judgement.

The Use of Knowledge Bees Systems in the
Application of Legislation

Knowledge base systems carI substantially overcome the

first two of the problems identified in the previous section:

the problems of legislative layout and the internal logic of

provisions. They can also assist in very flexible ways with

the administration of discretions and matters of judgement,

which legislation will inevitably contain.

Knowledge base systems are often looked at as a decision-

making tool. We prefer to look on them more as an

administrative tool, which can structure the process by

which legislation is considered and decisions made. It is
this function of decision support which we have pursued in

4 This can significantly reduce the amount of statutory

material, and remove the need for much of the interpretative

rule base. See [Brown], Appendix III.

our development of knowledge base systems for Australian

government departments .4a

This may appear a modest use of the technology. Certainly,

it substantially avoids many of the theoretical problems of
modelling legal knowledge. It does this by charactensing

the knowledge base system as an adjunct of a human

decision-maker, rather than as a complete decision-making

facility. In this way, the software is absolved of much of

the responsibility for the application of law to facts. The

provision of a decision support facility is also more

palatable to the administrative workforce tian is tie

creation of a decision-making facility.4b

We change the medium of the legislation which primary

decision-makers are to administer. The present medium is
the hard-copy legislation. Working with this medium, the

decision-maker is not competent to apply the legislation

until he or she has fully comprehended the material - the

structure, logic and meaning of the complete legislation.

Knowledge base systems aflow legislation to be presented

to the decision-maker in a step-by-step format. A system

can accurately model all of the structure and logic of many

pieces of legislations

The breakdown of legislation into discrete issues and the

presentation of those issues to primaiy decision-makers in

discrete steps highlights the extent to which problems of

statutory interpretation for the non-lawyer are structural. In

short, much legislation which appears intimidating and

complex when presented as a whole is rendered

straightforward when presented as discrete questions.

Our experience has been that the presentation of complex

legislation in a step-by-step format, via knowledge base

modelling of the legislation. has tie following

consequences:

the decision-makers have little or no difficulty in

dealing with the bulk of the provisions while directly

applying the subject legislation;

the process of consideration of issues is necessarily

more thorough, qtd

the process of consideration of issues is necessarily

more consistent.

Modelling legislation, so that it is presented to the user in a

step-by-step format is not always possible. Some types of

provisions prescmt ~Gizt dlffkmlty. In addition, modelling

4a For a fuller discussion of some of the ways in which

lmowledge based systems can be applied to legal practice,

see [Oreenleafl, [Greenleaf et al 1988].

4b See [Magnusson].

5 See [Sherman], For futher issues in modelling the logic

of legislation, see [Routen].
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of legislation does not overcome the problem of open

texture issues which are contained in the legislation (such as

discretions or matters clearly calling for judgment). Our

approach to open texture issues is not discussed in this

paper.

The modelling of legislation in knowledge bases does not

solve all of the problems in the administration c~f

legislation. However, the practical application of

knowledge base technology has much to offer in the legal

field, even if used modestly as a decision-structuring tool

rather than as a decision-making tool. The immediate

usefulness of the modelling process in simplifying

legislation is apparent when such a knowledge base is

viewed. Moreover, when the aim of the modelling process

is simply to change the medium in which the legislation is

presented, the process can be demonstrated to be reliable.

Our experience in developing large knowledge bases on

legislation has also led us to a range of conclusions

concerning the appropriate method for t-debase
development and some necessary elements of and design

criteria for the shell which is used. These are discussed in

the second and third puts of this paper.

Part 2: Practical Issues in the Development of
Large Legislative Rulebeses

This part of the paper is chiefly concerned with the

practicalities of application design. We have built large

legal knowledge bases which model legislation and have

maintained one of these knowledge bases since late 1988.

This work was founded on the prototyping of small and

large knowledge bases between 1984 and 1988.

We learned that the development of large knowledge bases

for production systems is not simply a matter of scaling up

from small experimental knowledge bases. The

construction and maintenance of large legislatively-based

knowledge bases introduces a range of issues which are not

immediately apparent when working with small knowledge

bases.

The problems which we discovered in the process of scaling

up concerned issues such as the richness of the knowledge

representation scheme being used, difficulties in verifying

and maintaining large systems and the generation of

coherent reports from large systems. These issues are

discussed in detail in [Johnson and Mead].

A large legislative rulebase, which is designed to be used in

the field by a public body charged with the administraticm

of legislation, must have several characteristics:

the rulebase must be legally ~omect;

the rulebase must be verifiable;

the rulebase must be maintainable; and

the rulebase must form part of an application which is

practically useful and attractive to the people who have

to use it.

The combination of these basic specifications has, for us,

led to conclusions concerning the following:

the appropriate form of knowledge representation for

such systems;

a desirable structure for the knowledge base;

the relationship between the knowledge base and the

application development environment;
the features of the application in which such a

knowledge base must reside: and

the method by which the rulebase which models the

legislation is constructed.

The issue of knowledge representation is discussed in

[Johnson and Mead]. The other issues listed above are

discussed in more detail in the following sections of this

paper.

Rulebaee Method

We have developed and refried a method for constructing

rulebases from legislation which satisfy the criteria listed

above. Our experience has been that departure from this

method leads to substantial difficulties. The. method is

nothing more than good legal method, transfemed to

software construction.

The method which we use is based upon the following

principles:

1.

2.

3.

4.

as far as possible, verbatim modelling of the precise

terms of the legislation;

rejection of modelling any “overview” of the effect of a

piece of legislation and of any shortcuts in the

complete and verbatim modelling of the structure and

content of the subject legislation.

explicit modelling of each level of the structure of the

Iegislatioru

a strict separation of rules which explicitly model the

terms of the legislation (legislative rules) from those

which model some interpretation of the effect of the

legislation (interpretative rules) and again from those

which model some wider body of general knowledge

(common-sense rules);
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5. a rigorous separation of the legislative rulebase from

the machinery which drives the end application.

These principles of method allow the production of large

legislative rulebases which are reliable, maintainable and

verifiable. However, these methods are not able to be

followed if the tool for construction of the rulebase does not

allow them. These principles make substantial demands of

that tool: the form of knowledge representation, the

relationship between the r-debase and the procedural

language which drives the application and the structure of

the question search and inferencing mechanisms.

We developed the STATUTE Knowledge Base Management

System (KBMS) to meet these and other demands. Other

more generaf purpose shells may be capable of meeting the

requirements of this method by adding additional tools to

the development environment.

Each of the listed principles is explained, with examples,

below.

1. Verbatim Modelling of Legislation

Verbatim modelling of legislation means including in the

primary rulebase all of the subject legislation and only the

subject legislation.

A rulebase developer may decide to leave out small portions

of the legislative material for a number of reasons. The

most common problem among people whom we have

wained is the tendency to jump to modelling interpretative

material without first creating the explicit legislative

foundation for that material in the rulebase.

A second problem is the desire to paraphrase a piece of

legislation, because the legislative material is seen as

needlessly turgid or obscure.

A third problem is the tendency to leave out “machine~” -

legislative phrases which internally connect one provision

to another. This is discussed under the next point “No

Overviews, No Shortcuts”.

A large rulebase which models legislation but which does

not model it verbatim introduces problems when the time

comes for additional construction, verification and

maintenance. These problems grow significantly as the

rulebase grows and as it increasingly departs from the terms

of the legislation. 6

The problems of verification and construction may be

manageable when modelling a small piece of legislation. h-i

that case, the knowledge being modelled is really the

knowledge which a human expert has of the effect of the

legislation. It can be said, in a pure theoretical sense, that

any construction of a rufebase based on legislation involves

modelling human knowledge of that material. However, in

the practical world of constructing a workable application,

the verification and maintenance of that rulebase are

demonstrably more reliable when each component in the

t-debase is immediately and obviously referable to the fixed

subject legislation, rather than to a less reliable human

“overview” of the legislation.

The issue of verbatim modelling immediately raises the

question of knowledge representation. It is impossible to

comply with this principle of verbatim modelling if the

knowledge representation scheme which is being used will

not allow this.

When we commenced our work on rufebase legislative

systems, we used a conventional symbolic form of

knowledge representation:

Example: elig_invalid_nmsion if

yes age_requtiements

and yes residence requirements

and yes health_requirements

and yes special_requirements.

After having built a large knowledge base using such a

scheme of knowledge representation, our conclusion was

that the scheme was dangerously crude, and that the rules

would have to be written in complete English sentences.

This conclusion was forced upon us by considerations such

as the richness of the knowledge representation and

problems with verification, maintenance and reporting.

These issues are fully discussed in [Johnson and Mead].

The use of the English language as the scheme of

knowledge representation allows verbatim modelling of the

terms of legislation. This immediately enhances the

capacity of the ndebase developer or any independent

expert to verify the correcmess of the rulebizse visually.

Once the developer has the capacity to use full English

sentences to represent facts and premises, there is a further

issue of the rigour with which the legislation is modelled

verbatim. This is discussed in the next point.

6 For a discussion of the negative effect of having other

than verbatim modelling, baaed on experience with

Scandinavian systems, see [Schartum].
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2. No Ovetviews, No Shortcuts

Overviews of the effect of legislation, and shortcuts in the

modelling of legislation are inviting and usually reliable in

small systems.

In large systems, failure to model the legislation verbatim

has invariably led us into problems when it became

necessary to add to a rulebase or to amend a rulebase. Our

experience has been that only rigorous and. verbatim

modelling of the legislation allows ready verification anti

modification.

The rigour which we believe is prudent includes:

verbatim modelling of provisions such as “except in

cases where section 32 applies” (rather than the

shortcut of immediately modelling section 32);

verbatim modelling of the structure of provisions;

Example: The claimant satisfies section 54

if

The claimant satisfies paragraph 54(a)

and

The claimant satisfies paragraph 54(b)

and

The claimant satisfies paragraph 54(c);

avoidance of overviews which restructure the content

of legislation to fit the accepted administrative view of

the effect of that legislation, replacing verbatim law

with approximating lore,7

tedious incorporation of each step in a protracted

legislative chain; these are particularly prevalent where

series of nested definitions are used;

Example: The claimant satisfies section 36

IF The claimant was in an operational

area

The claimant was in an operational area

IF The claimant sewed in an

area described in a scheduled item

The claimant served in an area described.

in a scheduled item

IF The claimant served in an area

described in schedule 1.

The claimant served in an area described

in schedule 1 IF . . .

In this last example of nested definitions, the incorporation

of each step in the legislative path appears pointless and

extremely tedious to the t-debase developer. However, such

ngour is justified when the developer later finds an

7 See [Scharturn] for problems occurring if this happens

even to a slight degree.

exception to one of the steps in the chain, or when the

rulebase is submitted for independent evaluation, or when

the legislature amends one of the nested definitions.

Once again, rigorous compliance with principle throughout

the construction of a large rulebase not only renders it more

transparent, reliable and verifiable,g it saves major

headaches later.

3. Explicit ModeHing of the Structure of
Legislation

Verbatim modelling of legislation is the modelling of the

exact terms of the legislation. The extent to which ~d the

manner in which the implicit structure of the legislation is

modelled is a separate issue.

Much of the difficulty of interpreting legislation derives

from the complexity of its structure. Elegant and well-

drafted legislation reduces this difficulty by identifying

discrete logical components through accepted organisational

devices: paragraphs and sub-paragraphs, explicit references

to discrete qualifying provisions, definitions etc.

These devices provide convenient handles, which are

constantly used in statutory interpretation. The following

mental processes are familiar to any lawyer, though no

substance is discussed:

Paragraph 117(1)(c) is an alternative to 117(1)(d).

Subsection (1) is to apply in all cases, except

those outlined in subsection (2).

Paragraph 117(1 )(e) is now subject to the

exception introduced by section 117A.

A rtdebase which simply models subst~ce ~d which fails

to explicitly model structural compxtents will introduce

several difficulties:

verbosity, where elegantly nested legislative

alternatives are each expanded, modelling every

permutation of the set of alternatives;

difficulty in verifying tie ~eb~et beca~e

permutations must be exhaustively assessed to check

whether the structural logic has been given effect;

difficulty in maintaining the rulebase, where one or

several legislative units (such as sub-paragraphs) have

been amended and where these units do not each

occupy a discrete place in the rulebase; and

reduced capacity to convey the source of a rulebase

outcome, because of the failure to report the specific

legislative provisions satisfied.

8 That ~m.spmency ~d e.~e of verification are essential

as discussed in [Bing], which also shows the value in

having direct access to the actual words of the legislation.
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By modelling structural components of the legislation, the

rulebase developer incorporates the organisational elegance

of the draftsman into the knowledge base, which assists

with construction, verification and maintenance. [t often

has the further effect of assisting the end-user to understand

the manner in which the subject legislation has or has not

been satisfied.

Example: The claimant is eligible for age pension

if

The claimant satisfies paragraph 25( 1)(a)

and The claimant satisfies paragraph 25( 1)(b)

and Sub-section 25(2) does not apply to the

claimant

The rule in the example above does not model the content

of the relevant provision, but only structure. However, this

ensures that the organisation of the rulebase will mirror that

of the legislation. Amendments to the legislation - which

are always expressed in terms of these structural

components - are able to be incorporated easily into the

knowledge base.

4. Separation of Rule Types

Good statutory interpretation separates the function of

considering the structure of legislation from the function of

considering the meaning of particular words (except where

those words relate to the structure), and from the function of

considering judicial pronouncements on the meaning of

those words. [Rissland and Skalak]. Good judicial

interpretation of legislation rigorously ties argument to the

terms of the subject legislation.

The structure which a KBMS allows for rule creation will

substantially determine the extent to which different

functions, and different bodies of knowledge are kept

discrete or jumbled together. Once again, we suggest that

good organisation is essential if large rulebase systems are

to be verifiable and maintainable.

Our method is to develop a complete rulebase which models

the legislation, and verify the correctness of that verbatim

model, before we attempt to deal with the effect of any

judicial materiaf on the meaning and effect of particular

provisions.

In order to allow this, the STATUTE KBMS recognises two

major types of rules: legislative rules and interpretative

ndes.9 This recognition not only allows the developer to

neatly separate and examine the legislative modelling from

9 For another system which incorporates both these sort of

rules, especially where the interpretative rules are case

based, see [Rissland and Skalak].

the interpretative material, it also allows the end user to

switch on or switch off the interpretative rules .9a In this

way, the same ndebases can be used in a vsriety of different

ways by users with different levels of knowledge.

,4n interpretative rule has, as its goal, a particula line of the

legislative rulebase. In this way, the connection between

the interpretative material and the subject legislation is clear

and accurate. The process of maintaining and verifying the

interpretative rulebase is made more reliable because of this

explicit reference to a particular portion of the legislation.

In addition, this method encourages good practice by the

rulebase developer. The different portions of a reasoned

judicial argument on legislation must be separated and

correctly attributed to the appropriate legislative provisions.

The STATUTE KBMS also allows a third type of rule - the

common sense rule. These rules merely carry out

background inferences which are based on accepted general

knowledge. 10

Large rulebsses require very good organisation if they are to

be verifiable and well-maintained. The separation of

different functional types of rules assists in the organisation

of a large rtdebaae. We suggest that the three-fold

separation which we use is appropriate to the legislative

domain and the very least that is required for a large

system.

5. Separation of the Rulebaee from the
Application Machinery

Different types of expert system shells offer the application

developer different means of control over the performance

of the knowledge base and of the application as a whole.

Crude shells require the rulebase and the procedural

instructions which drive that rtdebase to reside in one

structure. In this case, rulebase components and procedural

instructions are mixed throughout a single application

program.

Some shells allow limited external cmmrol of the rulebase

by an application language and extemaf control of the

performance of the application as a whole. Many of these

have only limited capacity to separate the rulebase structure

from the machinery for investigation of that rulebase. So,

ga For tie system to be acceptable to the end user, bo~ are

required, and required to be separated in this way. See for

example [Magnusson].

10 G~dner has also recognised common sense ties ~

important, and incorporated them into her doctoral work.

[Gardner 1984], [Gardner 1985].
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for example, the order in which lines in the rulebase are

investigated depends strictly upon the order in which r.hey

occur in the rulebase.

Thf2X types Of systems, which require he ~lebase

investigation to follow the rulebase structure, have

substantial drawbacks for large-scale systems. They invite

a structuring of the rulebase which does not follow the

organisation of the subject legislation, but which is

organised according to the desired question path.

We believe that it is desirable to use a knowledge kmse

environment which allows the form of the rulebase to be

independent from the form of the investigation of that

ruleba.se. The ideal is to be able to structure a rulebase

completely on the basis of ease of verification, maintenance

and further construction, while having the capacity to

investigate the contents of that rulebase according to any

desired path.

This requires certain links and facilities to be built into the

expert system shell. The question search and inferencing

mechanisms must be designed to allow for this level of

control of the knowledge base. In addition, the procedural
language which is used to build the final application must

have appropriate facilities to assist in that control of the

knowledge base.

The STATUTE, KBMS allows issues of rufebase

construction to be completely independent from issues of

rulebase investigation. The rulebase is built with an eye to

legal integrity, verification and maintenmce. The rulebase

should mirror the legislation in its terms, its structure, its

order and organisation. An additional and separate range of

facilities in the question search and procedural components

of the KBMS allow the application developer to nominate

the ways in which this rtdebase is to be investigated - entry

points, order of investigation, order in which different

legislative alternatives are investigated, tangential

investigations to be carried out under certain conditions,

side-tracks, short-cuts and stopping pointa.

Any application developer building a large system is going

to need and demand the sort of procedural control outlined

above, Where that procedwd control is embedded in the

rtdebase itself, the legaf integrity of a large rtdebase will be

questionable, while maintenance and verification will be

difficult. Where that procedural control is spread between

an extemaf facility and some ordering of rulebase

components, there are serious dangers for the maintenance

and veriflcatiort of the system.

These problems become more substantial as the application

grOWS, and particularly as the application needs to be

amended. Limited capacity to separate control of the

application from construction of the rulebase leads to a

higher level of compromise in tbe method of rulebaee

cOrtatruction.

Part 3: Integration of a Legal Knowledge Base
in a Practical Administrative
Application

A rounded administrative application could seldom contain

a knowledge base in isolation.

If the application is to be useful and acceptable to users and

management in a government department, a legal

knowledge base application would typically contain the

following types of facilities:

dynamic linking to powerful text retrieval;

the capacity to generate coherent reports, in a variety

of forms acceptable to users and clients; 11

the capacity to build flexibility into the application, to

allow for different skill levels of end-users;

the capacity to link to third-party software, such as

word processors, databases and spread-sheets.

Integration capabilities of the primary expert system shell

with text generators, screen generators, text retrieval

facilities, word processors, databases and similar software

are crucial. The more dynamic and flexible is this linking

capability, the more imaginative is the administrative

solution which you can develop.

These issues of integration capability, user interface, linking

to text retrieval and linking to third party software are often

looked at as cosmetic add-ens. In practice, the extent to

which these facilities can be incorporated into an

application is often determined by the structure of the

expert system shell used. The fundamental design of the

knowledge representation scheme, rule creation scheme,

inferencing mechanism and relationship between the

knowledge base and the application language all have major

effect on the capacity to build a practical, maintainable

applicati&.

In our experience, ttiese “cosmetic issues” significantly

contributed to our complete abandonment of one prototype

of the expert system shell, including the knowledge

representation scheme, the rtdebase design and inferencing

structure. These “cosmetic” criteria were fundamental

considerations in the final design of the core expert system

components of the STATUTE KBMS.

‘ 1 For the importance of this in the content of legal

research, and computer applications to Law in general, see

introduction to [Sprowl].
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A STATUTE-based application will typically contain the

following components, within a Unique user-created

application environment:

a rulebase which directly models the subject

legislation, known as the legislative rulebase;

a rtdebase which overlays the legislative rulebase, and

which models appropriate secondary material, such as

judicial interpretation of particular legislative
provisions (the interpretative rulebase);

a rulebase which co-exists with the legislative and

interpretative rules, and which drives background
common sense inferences (common sense rules) and

knowledge-base inst~ctiOn5 to me application

language to perform some special tangential function

(daemons);

annotations which link appropriate provisions in the

rulebase to portions of textual research materials

(legislation, policy manuals, cases, administrative

instructions etc) for retrieval during a knowledge base

investigation,

reports which model output, combining rulebase-

generated explanation of facts and conclusions, text

from secondary sources and free-form text input by the

user during the course of the consultation;

substantial files written in the application language,

driving the application;

access to advanced text retrieval facilities such as

hypertext and free-text retrieval; and

links to the corporate database.

We believe that the legal domain requires specialist shells

and methodology which are suited to the domain and the

target users. These specialist shells must be developed with

an eye to integration of practicaf tools for administrative or

legal solutions, rather than have pure knowledge base
creation tools developed in isolation from application

creation tools.
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